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ELEFANTEIDE 
La Storia verissima dell’elefante 
 

 
 

by PIETRO BURATTI 
versified by Peter Cochran from a prose translation by Gregory Dowling 

 

On April 6th 1819 Byron wrote to Hobhouse, from Venice 

 
P.S. – We have had a fortnight ago the Devil’s own row with an Elephant who broke loose – ate up 

a fruitshop – killed his keeper – broke into a Church
1
 – and was at last killed by a Cannon shot 

brought from the Arsenal. – I saw him the day he broke open his own house – he was standing in 

the Riva & his keepers trying to persuade him with peck-loaves to go on board a sort of Ark they 

had got. – I went close to him that afternoon in my Gondola – & he amused himself with flinging 

great beams that flew about over the water in all directions – he was not then very angry – but 

towards midnight he became furious – & displayed the most extraordinary strength – pulling down 

every thing before him. – All Musquetry proved in vain – & when he charged the Austrians threw 

down their musquets & ran. – At last they broke a hole & brought a field-piece the first shot missed 

the second entered behind – & came out all but the Skin at his Shoulder. – I saw him dead the next 

day – a stupendous fellow. – He went mad for want of a She it being the rutting month – Fletcher is 

well.
2
 – I have got two monkeys, a fox – & two new mastiffs – Mutz is still in high old age. – The 

Monkeys are charming.
3
 

 

Here is another version of the tale, in French: 

 
Au début du carême de 1819, on voulut tirer hors de Venise un gros éléphant que, pendant le 

carnaval on avait exposé dans une des habituelles baraques sur la riva degli Schiavoni. Mais 

l’animal ne le voulut pas ainsi. Saisissant par la trompe un des gardiens, il l’étendit à même le sol et 

le piétina avec ses pattes, se mettant ensuite à courir dans la Calle del Dose, poursuivi par les 

                                                           
1: The permission of Patriarch Pirker had to be obtained before the elephant could be shot in the church, as he 

might have been deemed to have taken sanctuary there. 

2: Fletcher is well-prepared for the rutting month. 

3: BLJ VI 108. 
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gardes de la police. Ceux ci le rattrapèrent sur le Campo delle Bragola, maintenant Bandiera e 

Moro, tirèrent sur lui plusieurs coups de fusil mais inutilement car la dureté de sa peau était telle 

que les balles rebondissaient sans le blesser. Alors il entra dans la Calle del Forno Vecchio, brisa la 

porte d’une maison et voulant gravir un escalier de bois, il s’affala en le brisant. 

 Pendant ce temps on continuait à tirer sur lui d’autres coups de fusil, toujours sans effet. A cet 

endroit les balles du fusil entrèrent dans une petite chambre du rez-de-chaussée où dormaient une 

femme avec ses quatre petits enfants qui furent indemnes par miracle. Entre temps, l’éléphant 

s’était relevé; il continua son voyage jusqu’au pont de S. Antonino, où en reculant, il abattit la porte 

d’une église, mit tout sens dessus dessous, écrasa et éventra avec les pattes arrières une sépulture. 

Les artilleurs, que l’on avait appelés, profitèrent de cette occasion pour le tuer avec un petit canon 

et libérer ainsi la ville saisie par la peur. 

 L’aventure racontée ci-dessus donna son argument à Buratti pour écrire son “Elefanteide”, qui 

lui coûta un mois de prison; également à Pietro Bonmartini pour son “Elefanticidio” et plus tard à 

un certain Zanon qui écrivit une comédie en dialecte vénitien, intitulée elle aussi “Elefanticidio” et 

donnée en représentation au milieu des sifflets au théâtre S. Luca, aujourd’hui Goldoni.
4
 

 
Translation: At the start of the festival of 1819, they tried to transport from Venice a large 

elephant, which had been put on display in one of the usual booths on the Riva degli Schiavoni. But 

the animal refused to go. He seized one of his keepers with his trunk, throwing him to the ground 

and trampling him with his feet, then started to run down the Calle del Dose, followed by 

policemen. These trapped him on the Campo delle Bragola (now Brandiera e Moro), and fired 

several shots at him, but without effect, for the thickness of his hide was such that the balls 

rebounded without doing him injury. Then he entered the Calle del Forno Vecchio, broke down the 

door of a house, and, trying to climb a wooden staircase, fell over and broke it. 

 All this time he was being fired at, always without effect. In this place the bullets entered a 

small ground-floor room where a woman was sleeping with her four small children, who escaped 

by miracle. Meanwhile, the elephant got up; he continued his journey as far as the San Antonino 

Bridge, where, turning, he broke down the door of a church, turned everything upside down, and 

with his hind feet destroyed a tomb. The artillery, who had been summoned, took advantage of this 

occasion and killed him with a small cannon, thus freeing the town from the terror which had seized 

it. 

 The story above gave Buratti the plot of his Elefanteide, which cost him a month in prison; 

similarly Pietro Bonmartini, for his Elefanticidio, and later a certain Zanon who wrote a comedy in 

Venetian dialect, also called Elefanticidio, which was hissed at the San Luca theatre, now the 

Goldoni. 

 

 Buratti may refer to Bonmartini’s Elefanticido at his 54, 2. 

 On October 27th 1819, Richard Belgrave Hoppner, English Consul to the Austrian Empire 

at Venice, wrote to Byron: 

 
 Since my return I have heard the report of your Lordship’s arrest at Bologna, not as a Carbonaro 

but for having attempted to carry off a girl from a convent at Ferrara, a story I take to be about as 

true as the first: but as Rizzo is about and I have not yet seen Zanetti, I have hitherto heard very 

little of what is, or supposed to be passing here and elsewhere. The only other circumstance I have 

heard, and with which you are of course acquainted, is the imprisonment of Buratti for his poem on 

the Elephant, for which I am told he has revenged himself by a letter addressed to the person to 

whom he had confided this production, & who, very much to his satisfaction & when he did not 

foresee such a result, made it public.
5
 

 

 Further evidence that Byron was familiar with Buratti and his work is to be found in a 

letter from Hoppner of April 15th 1820: 

 
Buratti has celebrated the loves of Strephon & his Spouse in, I am told, the best poem he has yet 

written. 

 

                                                           
4: <http://www.chez.com/soret/150A156.htm> 

5: John Murray Archive. 
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 The poem to which Hoppner refers is Streffeide, a satire on “the intended union of the 

Prescott & Streffi.” A document from the Keats-Shelley House, Rome (papers of Harry 

Nelson Gay) gives us further evidence of the reception of the Elefanteide: 

 
Mario Pieri, Padova 29 Luglio 1819. Giovedi: La sera al Caffè, nel nostro crocchio ristretto, ho 

udito leggere dal Prof. Gallino varj brani di un poemetto M.S. in ottava rima intitolato l’Elefanteide, 

il cui soggetto è la collera e la morte dell’elefante, avvenuta in Venezia nello scorso carnevale. Il 

poemetto è scritto in dialetto veneziano da un Sig. Buratti, ed è libero, satirico, e stomachevolmente 

osceno, come sono d’ordinario le poesie di quel garbato signore, e bisgona penar molto, e perdersi 

in un felago di sozzure e di nojose lungaggini, per trovare qua e là qualche ottava felice, e qualche 

tratto di vero spirito. 

 
Translation: Letter from Mario Pieri, Padua, 29th July 1819: This evening at our exclusive 

assemblage in the café, I heard Professor Gallino read parts of a little manuscript poem in ottava 

rima called L’Elefanteide, suggested by the rampage and death of the elephant, which occurred in 

Venice during the last carnival. The little poem is written in Venetian dialect by a Signor Buratti, 

and is free, satirical, and stomach-churningly obscene, as the verses of this well-mannered 

gentleman normally are, and one has to suffer a lot and get lost in a maze of filth and tedium in 

order to find here and there some felicitous octaves, and some traces of real spirit. 

 

 Some idea of what it was like to be written about by Buratti is conveyed by J.C.Hobhouse 

in his diary entry for December 3rd 1817: 
 

Called on Byron and found a young man there, one Piazza, a Dalmatian who has been to England 

and has brought back a Bond Street dress, to the amusement of all Venice. The Venetian poet 

Buratti has made a satire on him. Young Piazza went to him and made him read it aloud to him, 

saying “If there is anything ungentleman-like in it, you shall fight me.” He read it, and, hesitating a 

little, said, “I don’t know – but I believe it will do.” 

 

 And on November 30th 1822, returning to Venice after four years away, Hobhouse 

records: 

 
 I heard this night a good deal of Buratti [“Bouratti” Ms.], the modern Gritti, who writes, say 

they, like Juvenal in the Venetian dialect. But this Juvenal sticks at nothing: for example, he wrote a 

satyr against Rizzo Patarol, in which he accused him of confining his brother in a madhouse. Now 

Rizzo is an odd man, e.g., Lord Byron, in a quatrain sent to Hoppner on the birth of his child, 

wished the boy “The health and appetite of Rizzo”. This Rizzo took as a compliment, and actually 

printed thirteen translations of it, done into different languages – Hoppner showed us the book. But 

Buratti was an intimate of Rizzo’s, and his charge against him was totally unfounded. No fighting 

took place, and the young Venetian defended Buratti – said he was the best man in the world – a 

good father and master of a family, and a kind friend, but he could not, for the life of him, help 

writing when in the vein for ridicule or satire. 

 Buratti wrote a poem on the shooting of the Elephant at Venice, in which he had a word or two 

for Francis I, and got admonished by the police.
6
 

 

 Stendhal insisted that several ideas in Don Juan were borrowed by Byron from Buratti 

(1772-1832), who wrote both satires and lyrics in the Venetian dialect, and was amusing at 

the expense of, among others, Ippolito Pindemonte and Madame Albrizzi. Stendhal (quoted at 

LJ III 444-5) asserts that Silvio Pellico introduced Byron to Buratti’s work in Milan, and that 

it laid the foundations for the ottava rima poems. He wrote: 

 

                                                           
6: By 1859, when Hobhouse, then Lord Broughton, publishes Italy, this has become, “… when, in a poem on the 

destruction of the mad elephant by the garrison of Geneva [sic], he had a word or two for Francis the First, 

Bouratti was admonished by the police, that the laws of German criticism admitted of no such episodes” (Italy, I, 

p.144). 
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Byron turned up his lips with an incredulous sneer when he heard, for the first time, that there are 

ten Italian dialects instead of one; and that amongst the whole population of Italy, only the 

inhabitants of Rome, Sienna, and Florence, speak the language as it is written. Silvio Pellico once 

said to him, “The most delightful of the ten or twelve Italian dialects, unknown beyond the Alps, is 

the Venetian. The Venetians are the French of Italy.” – “They have, then, some comic poet living?” 

– “Yes,” replied Pellico; “a charming poet; but as his comedies are not allowed to be performed, he 

composes them under the form of satires. The name of this delightful poet is Buratti; and every six 

months, by the governor’s orders, he pays a visit to one of the prisons of Venice.” In my opinion, 

this conversation with Silvio Pellico gave the tone to Byron’s subsequent poetical career. He 

eagerly demanded the name of the bookseller who sold M. Buratti’s works; and as he was 

accustomed to the expression of Milanese bluntness, the question excited a hearty laugh at his 

expense. He was soon informed that if Buratti wished to pass his whole life in prison, the 

appearance of his works in print would infallibly lead to the gratification of his desires; and besides, 

where could a printer be found brave enough to run his share of the risk? An incomplete manuscript 

of Buratti cost from three to four sequins. The next day, the charming Contessina N. was kind 

enough to lend her collection to one of our party. Byron, who imagined himself an adept in the 

language of Dante and Ariosto, was at first rather puzzled by Buratti’s manuscripts. We read over 

with him some of Goldoni’s comedies, which enabled him at last to comprehend Buratti’s satires. 

One of our Italian friends was even immoral enough to lend him a copy of Baffo’s sonnets. What a 

crime this had been in the eyes of Southey! What a pity he was not, at an earlier period, made 

acquainted with the atrocious deed! I persist in thinking, that for the composition of Beppo, and 

subsequently of Don Juan, Byron was indebted to the reading of Buratti’s poetry. Venice is a 

distinct world, of which the gloomy society of the rest of Europe can form no conception: care is 

there a subject of mockery. The poetry of Buratti always excites a sensation of enthusiastic delight 

in the breasts of the Venetian populace. Never, in my presence, did black and white, as the 

Venetians themselves say, produce a similar effect. Here, however, I ceased to act the part of an 

eye-witness, and here, consequently, I close my narrative.
7
 

 

Later Stendhal was a bit more specific about Buratti: 

 
A Paris, c’est la politique qui fait la nouvelle du jour; à Venise, c’est la dernière satire de M. 

Buratti, le seul grand poëte satirique que l’Italie ait eu depuis bien des années. Je vous conseille de 

lire l’Omo, la Streffeide, l’Elefanteide; le triomphe du poëte est la peinture du physique grotesque 

de ses héros.
8
 

 

Translation: At Paris, it’s politics which makes the daily news: at Venice, it’s the latest satire by 

M. Buratti, the only great satirical poet Italy has produced in years. I advise you to read l’Omo, La 

Streffeide, l’Elefanteide; the poet’s triumph is the depiction of his heroes’ gross physicality. 

 

 Hobhouse (whom I’ve learned always to read with scepticism), denied the influence on 

Byron either of Goldoni or of Buratti: 

 
As to the reading over of Goldoni’s comedies as a key to Buratti’s satires by “our party” and Lord 

Byron, no such lecture and no such party would have been or were tolerated by Lord Byron – and 

the real origin of Beppo was Mr Frere’s burlesque poem “Whistlecraft” which the late Lord 

Kinnaird read to Byron in the autumn of 1817 at Venice. After reading it Lord Kinnaird asked 

Byron if he did not think it was a very clever and a very difficult performance. Lord Byron replied 

that he thought it very clever but not very difficult – and two days later produced Beppo.”
9
 

 

 It’s true that the writing of Beppo preceded the creation of both the Streffeide and the 

Elefanteide, and that the writing of Don Juan I and II preceded the elephant’s terminal 

adventure, and Buratti’s immortalisation thereof; but the scene reported by Stendhal as taking 

place at Milan was in October 1816, preceding Whistlecraft, Beppo and Don Juan, all three. 

                                                           
7: LJ III 444-5. 

8: Stendhal, Vie de Rossini (1929 Paris edition, II, 267). Quoted Pietro Buratti: Poeta Libertino, ed. Danilo Reato, 

Venice 1985, p. 10. 

9: J.C.Hobhouse, unpublished criticism of Stendhal, quoted Doris Langley Moore, The Late Lord Byron, p. 390. 
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 Buratti was the product of an unsuccessful marriage between a Venetian banker and a 

Dutch woman. He was short, plain, and anti-clerical. He despised romanticism. He had not 

hesitated to write a youthful satire on the sexual depravity and inadequacy of his own father: 

his father never forgave him. He was, as Stendhal writes, unpublishable under the Austrians, 

and his poems circulated in manuscript. 

 Byron never mentions him, though there may be a mis-spelled reference to him in one of 

the appendices to Marino Faliero (1820): 

 
There is Aglietti, and were there nothing else, there is the immortality of Canova. Cicognara, 

Mustoxithi, Bucati, &c. &c. I do not reckon, because the one is a Greek, and the others were born at 

least a hundred miles off, which, throughout Italy, constitutes if not a foreigner, at least a stranger 

(forestiere).”
10

 

 

 Bucati is unidentifiable, and it may be either that Byron was ashamed to acknowledge his 

reading of so rude a writer as Buratti, or that the printer misread his hand. Buratti’s chatty 

idiom – his seeming inability to take the world seriously – his frequent meta-poetical jokes, 

apologising for the inadequacy of his rhymes, and so on – place him in the tradition of 

Giambattista Casti, who harks back himself to Luigi Pulci, and other facetious fellows to 

whom Byron was indebted (though none of them wrote anything as offensive as 

l’Elefanteide). It is a tradition far from that of the writers one was supposed to admire, such as 

Dante, Petrarch, and Tasso. Alessandro Manzoni, for example, author of the virtuous 

Promessi Sposi, never read Buratti. 

 

 I am only just able to read Buratti’s Venetian. My version of the Elefanteide is done from 

a prose version sent to me from Venice by Gregory Dowling, to whom I am much indebted. 

His text is from Pietro Buratti, Elefanteide, Storia Verissima dell’elefante, premessa e note di 

Tiziano Rizzo, Filippi Editore Venezia, 1988. Many of the notes below are from this edition. I 

am grateful also to Mario Curreli, Keith and Nora Crook, and Valeria Vallucci for their help. 

 

 Readers should be warned in advance that the poem is potentially offensive even in 2007, 

and that I’ve tweaked the text in places to make it ruder still. 

 

 On reading first about the poem I understood the Elephant’s desire to perform un atto 

auto-erotico to have been intended by Buratti as a metaphor for the Italian aspiration to 

freedom; now I’m less certain. It seems to me that Buratti could not care less about the Italian 

aspiration to freedom, but is, in his well-ingrained cynicism, more of a forerunner of twentieth 

and twenty-first century Italian attitudes to politics. We gather from other sources that it was 

the Austrian army which finally did for the Elephant: the information is not to be gleaned 

from the poem, which, if Buratti’s motive were political, it should be. 

 His depiction of the Elephant seems at first to be a precursor of modern attitudes to the 

relationship between species, with Rousseauesque emphasis on the savage nobility of the 

beast and the pettiness of man; but this too evaporates as the satire focuses more on the 

pursued and more on the pursuers, themselves corrupt and farcical self-propagandizers, where 

the Elephant is only an innocent one. By the poem’s climax Buratti has almost lost the 

sympathy he stirred up at first, and seems more interested in the dying Elephant as an excuse 

for depicting the emission of as many obnoxious substances – in as many inappropriate 

locations – as possible. The final demise of the helpless animal in a church, surrounded by 

tombs and inscriptions, all of which he has wrecked, may be a reference to the fate Christ 

would receive at human hands in the event of his attempting a Second Coming – but I doubt 

it. 

 Pietro Buratti’s Elefanteide is a carnivalesque celebration of “the grotesque body”, in 

Bakhtin’s words “a figure of unruly biological and social exchange”, the auto-erotic elephant 

forming a counterpart to the self-involved Austrian Emperor and the busy human detritus 

                                                           
10: CPW IV 542. 
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which, according to the author, accumulated not just around Florian’s coffee house, but 

throughout Venice generally. It would be Buratti’s Rabelaisian answer to Beppo – except that 

we have no evidence that Buratti ever heard of Beppo. Byron would have read Elefanteide 

with the same motive as he read Casti – with a view to estimating what extremes to avoid. 

 

——————————— 

 

Inspection of the route which the actual elephant followed shows how bold Buratti’s concept 

is, and how fearless his hyperbole. The beast “stampeded” about four hundred yards, and 

“terrified” no more than three blocks. Starting on the Riva de Schiavoni, just east of San 

Marco, he blundered up the Calle del Dose, a very narrow passageway, (1) … 

 

 
                1 

… and into the square called Campo Bandiera e Moro, with the church of San Giovanni in  

Bragora at its south-eastern corner (2): 
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           2       3 

 

He next made to go back to the seafront via the Calle del Forno, but changed his mind, and 

instead charged up the Sallizada San’Antonin to the small square in front of the church of 

Sant’Antonin, where he attempted to cross the bridge (3), but was, says Buratti (stanza 79), 

unable to, because the stairs were too small for his feet. It’s just possible to believe that he 

couldn’t cross – the bridge may have changed since – but what’s harder to believe is that he 

slipped backwards through the church door from the bridge (also stanza 79), for that would 

have been a huge “slip”. However, the size of the Sant’Antonin church door is what makes 

one pause, for it is only wide enough for two people to go through at a time (4). 

 

 
               4 

All photos by Abi Cochran 
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Our sense is that those who, like Byron, characterised the elephant as “a stupendous fellow” 

hadn’t seen many elephants. The church has (March 2005) been closed for restoration for 

twenty years or so, so inspection of its interior is not possible. However, local tradition does 

remember the elephant and his demise as a small but significant event in the mythology of the 

area. 

 The carcase was purloined by the zoology cabinet at the University of Padua. Look what 

they still have: 

 

 
 

Image from <<http://www.musei.unipd.it/zoologica/approfondimenti.html>> 

 

Quotations from Orlando Furioso are from the Internet: translation by Guido Waldman, Oxford 

World’s Classics, 1974. 
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THE ELEPHANTIAD 

The Absolutely True Story of the Elephant 

 

1. 
 “Shut up, you bitch! I want some peace! Stop stuttering! 

  I want some rest, so stuff that down your sock! 

 Already men in town are muttering 

  That I might strike my horns against a rock – 

 That I’m no stallion, just a cuckoo, fluttering; 

  I’ve got two kiddies with my poor old cock – 

 And now, a third! I’ve little seed to sow; 

 But what I’ve left has made her belly grow.” 

 

2. 
 Thus moan I to my friendly Muse; but she 

  Laughs in my face just like a crafty tart, 

 And knows to play the game so cunningly, 

  I lose my head again, to please her art; 

 (Just as, if I may be so frank and free, 

  When a man’s member makes his trousers start 

 He’ll hear no reason, so, when Inspiration calls, 

 It’s worse discomfort than your swelling balls). 

 

3. 
 Already fired, she asks for an exact 

  Description of the large and gentle creature 

 Who died here in this damp and swampy tract – 

  Transformed from mild to most ferocious nature – 

 Man’s equal in all things (and that’s a fact); 

  In war his slave, in peace his moral teacher: 

 So herewith I present – a theme gigantic – 

 The lines I call … my EPIC ELEPHANTIC. 

 

4. 
 I have no plans to publish these inventions – 

  My epic spurts will have no public fanfare, 

 For I have enemies, filled with bad intentions; 

  Within these four walls you shall see me dare 

 To write in my own wild and free dimensions, 

  And give to censors not a single care – 

 I love it when, without good taste’s restraint, 

 I can give vent to concepts crazed and quaint. 

 

5. 
 In 1819 – how long since the True 

  Saviour of our bad World’s nativity! – 

 (A famous year, which history will construe 

  For Fodor’s
11

 uvula’s musical proclivity, 

 And for the bold blasphemies, old and new, 

  Which greeted the behind-the-scenes activity 

 When la Fenice gave a sudden sacking 

 To several gentlemen who’d given it backing), 

                                                           
11: Josephine Fodor-Mainvielle (1789–1870), French soprano. She sang all the leading Mozart roles, and was 

Rosina in the London premiere of Il Barbiere di Siviglia. 
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6. 
 Where tigers and baboons made boys afraid, 

  Obedient to its master’s quiet command, 

 Where mountebanks and jugglers plied their trade, 

  A huge and beauteous elephant
12

 took its stand 

 By boors and pedants all around arrayed, 

  Courteous and gentle, simple and yet grand, 

 Evincing signs of such colossal spirit 

 As made men seem quite void of moral merit. 

 

7. 
 Signs clear, so bright, and in such fine detail 

  As to refute the so-called ironclad rules 

 Philosophers would prefer should prevail, 

  Like rubbish pulled from bins by crusty fools 

 Through which preceding halfwits made travail – 

  Recycling theories told them in dark schools:  

 That Man is Master of the World by right, 

 With Reason for his feeble candle-light. 

 

8. 
 But, reader! if you listen to my tale, 

  In calm and patience, with a soul devout, 

 From all its contrasts you shall hardly fail 

  To see how quickly Man’s lamp is put out – 

 If beasts are bullied, nothing can avail; 

  You’ll see through Man, for all his shows so stout; 

 And find in this fine Sovereign over Nature 

 A compound of false fables and imposture. 

 

9. 
 (Accursed episodes! but as you know, 

  I’ll serve the Muse and make my poem mellow.) 

 Sole in his place, majestic, solemn, slow, 

  With no mistakes at all, the splendid fellow 

 Used his great nose to make a wondrous show, 

  And he would never snort, nor shout, nor bellow 

 At anyone who entered with a franc – 

 Shy, fragile widows loved to stroke his trunk. 

 

10. 
 And with this trunk, a coin thrown on the ground 

  As with a human hand he would remove, 

 And if one more, and yet one more, he found, 

  Obedient to the boss, his skills he’d prove; 

 From bottle-necks the stoppers he unwound 

  And pulled them out without seeming to move, 

 Curl his long trunk deep in his cave-like throttle, 

 And empty them down past his wet stop’s glottal. 

                                                           
12: The Elephant is reported to have been only seven feet tall – no great size for such an animal – see photograph 

above, and illustration below – and weighed at death 4,622 gross pounds (though most of the blood must have left 

his body by then). 
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11. 
 A ragged saddle-cloth from off the shelf, 

  He, who, in exotic Inde or far Cathay 

 Would carry round the Emperor like a Guelph, 

  When whim would take him early in the day, 

 He’d pick at random times to suit himself, 

  And with a subtle style, part grave, part gay, 

 He’d stretch it out along his mighty back, 

 And let his master mount him, like a hack. 

 

12. 
 And with no blows, but only with quiet signs, 

  His gentle keeper power o’er him maintained; 

 For this fine animal from choice resigns, 

  With all his heart, and all his skill self-trained; 

 And as appendix to the show’s designs, 

  He’d shake a can, which nobody disdained; 

 The great-souled beast by instinct understood 

 The money bought them both their daily food. 

 

13. 
 O mountain pure of flesh! O rarest beast 

  (Until, that is, the fly got up your nose); 

 Antiquity, whose truth all men attest, 

  Was right to sing your praises, as it chose: 

 We read in Pliny, (with great wisdom blest), 

  With modest Knights of Malta you’d compose,
13

 

 That you adore the moon’s and sun’s contrast, 

 And hide the day on which you breathe your last. 

 

14. 

   Nor are they wrong, those simple peasant folk, 

   Who worship you as savages a totem, 

  And think that after death great kings might yoke 

   Their spirits’ gaze at your majestic scrotum, 

  And ’neath their standards (this next bit’s no joke – 

   In ancient, holy Sanskrit texts they wrote ’em) 

  To treat you as a mother would her daughter, 

  And wash your trunk with pure and sacred water. 

 

15. 
 I’ll put an end to all this hymn of praise 

   And tell you that throughout the feast of merriment, 

  More docile far than lambs on Easter days, 

   The wondrous beast, no matter where he went, 

  Was so bound to his master by Love’s ways, 

   The keeper even ventured to experiment, 

  And let himself be licked by the calm creature, 

  (Though good Italian wasn’t his best feature). 

                                                           
13: See below, 60, 8n. 
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16. 
  But on that day, ’mid cannon-fire and mirth 

   Of faithful Venice, corona’d with fame, 

  Accompanied by his charming wife (the fourth) 

   Our bountiful and mighty Francis
14

 came 

  To check on us, and sweep out from our hearth 

   All that which offends decency and shame, 

  (Subject to none); oh! guess what there occurred! 

  The Elephant, in his booth, dropped a fat turd. 

 

17. 
  It was believed by most (most minds are frail) 

   That sensing Francis’s divine beatitude, 

  And startled by the trumpets’ blare and wail, 

   His sang-froid lost its habitual latitude – 

  But if one studies well the tawdry tale, 

   To call him cowardly misreads his attitude, 

  Since even when they shot him up the rear, 

  He never showed the slightest sign of fear – 

 

18. 
  The great Achilles showed more fear than he did. 

   In tune with scientific observation, 

  I think these early, minor quirks proceeded 

   From tiny ticks of Love’s administration – 

  And, finding not the orifice he needed, 

   He set his trunk in anger and frustration 

  ’Gainst cruel men who’d force him to a trial 

  Involving vows of carnal self-denial. 

 

19. 
  In fact, long ere our Emperor dismounted, 

   And graced us in this dank and foetid place,
15

 

  And trade’s great world, prior blisses all surmounted, 

   Welcomed him with regattas, guns, and lace, 

  Certain keen souls at Florian’s
16

 recounted 

   That they had seen some ladies, red of face, 

  Run from the Elephant’s booth, scared and sick, 

  On seeing him unsheathe his mighty prick. 

                                                           
14: Francis II (1768-1835). Emperor of Austria. His administration ran down the Venetian economy so that the 

poor were reduced to eating grass. One of his hobbies was painting faces at the bottoms of ladies’ potties. He had 

been married to Elizabeth of Württemberg, to Maria Theresa, daughter of the Queen of Naples (the mother of the 

Empress Maria Louisa, whom he allowed first to marry Napoleon and then to be unfaithful to him with the one-

eyed Count Neipperg), to Maria Ludovica Beatrix of Este, and to Carolina Augusta of Bavaria. His first three 

wives all died. Metternich ran the Empire for him, but he ran Austria, and his refusal to countenance change of any 

kind dug the grave of the Hapsburgs. The Austrian people liked him. He visited Venice from February 17th to 27th 

1819. On a previous visit in 1815, a vast amphitheatre had been constructed in the Piazza San Marco for a 

ceremony during which he would return the Four Bronze Horses – stolen by the French – to their “place of origin”: 

but no-one turned up. See Lady Morgan, Italy (1821) II 460. 

15: Venice. 

16: Florian’s was and is an important coffee-house and meeting-place on the south side of the Piazza San Marco. 

An English tea, with scones, marmalade, and a finger-sandwich, will (March 2005) cost you €24. 
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20. 
  And, not content with making a great show 

   (His wild eyes rolling in his mystic ardour), 

  Of that gross member’s tendency to grow, 

   He’d had the impertinence, rummaging in his larder, 

  To tease his great dick, temples all-aglow, 

   And crown the indecency (gently first, then harder), 

  With expert pull, the shameless pachyderm, 

  And, in their faces, saucepans-full of sperm. 

 

21. 
 And when I put myself into his mind, 

  Though I concede the rudeness of the deed, 

 I blame him not, since at oneself to grind 

  ’s an thing of which e’en Emperors feel the need – 

 And this great creature, sovereign o’er his kind, 

  Would never to such pettiness concede – 

 His lofty style of public masturbation 

 Was certain sign of his Imperial station. 

 

22. 
  His English keeper,

17
 fearing that the banker 

   Might be unhappy if folks kept away, 

  Unable to prevent this endless hanker 

   To flash and jerk-off all the livelong day, 

  Already getting fed up with the wanker, 

   With slap, fist, stick, and wanton, cruel display – 

  Just deeming him a baby to subdue – 

  Would interrupt his pleasure half-way through. 

 

23. 
  And if for man himself, who when placed next 

  To that immensity’s a tiny tic, 

  There’s nothing more designed to make him vexed 

   Than stop the sperm from mounting through his dick, 

  Then even the briefest algebraic text 

   Will tell you being beaten with a stick  

  By some hot zealot in his moral passion, will 

 Prevent the beast from keeping strictly rational. 

 

24. 
  To the fine point that, when he set his trunk 

   To his lit candle one day in convulsion, 

  His master, not wishing to see him spunk, 

   Through motion sweet of that obscene compulsion, 

  The Elephant (by no means dumb, or drunk) 

   Tried with his nose to give him some propulsion, 

  Implying, “Stupid ass, with brain sequestered! 

  When I’ve the itch, I don’t want to be pestered” – 

                                                           
17: The owner’s name was Claudio Garner; he was Swiss, and had bought the elephant in 1817 from the King of 

Würtemberg. 
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25. 
  And took against him from that very moment: 

   Whene’er he saw him nigh, hinting at treachery, 

  He gave him several cuffs, swift, keen, and violent, 

   Born not so much from wrath as lechery; 

  And from then his boss, who – on how, I’m silent – 

   Had saved his gormless head – you betcha, he 

  Resigned his job, and sought pell-mell 

 Some way more leisurely to go to Hell. 

 

26. 
  More cautiously, his new boss kept away, 

   To get a good view of this famous spectacle, 

  The effulviance of the genital array, 

   The shlong enormous, and the threatening testicle; 

  But Carnival past, so says the ancient way, 

   (Which I find just, more chaste and more respectable) 

  All monsters must depart our swamp’s propriety, 

    And give place to the homely-grown variety. 

 

27. 
  And so, in search of fools, of luck, of right, 

   Into the night the quadrupeds all dwindled – 

  Beneath the silence of a moonless night 

   With hope they went, to get themselves re-swindled, 

  Nor had great Mark the Lion roared his might 

   Once over the lagoon, than things re-kindled – 

  Now they’d all bade a long farewell to flesh, 

 Young people looked about for goals more fresh. 

 

28. 
  But one would not depart. With prick in air, 

   Still hard as rock, the Elephant remained, 

  Determined still to keep his bum’s grey hair 

  Against the solid wall, his will unstained; 

  Under the dark’ning sky, by power, and prayer, 

   They urged him to a barge which they’d obtained, 

  But with his nose in one perpetual “Nay!” 

  The Elephant stood still. He’d not obey. 

 

29. 
  At last, one day, when March was halfway spent, 

   His clever boss advanced the proposition 

  That public gaze might focus his intent, 

   And cure his onanistic inanition – 

  He led him from the dirty canvas tent 

   Arse-first, without a premonition – 

  We saw him coming out, with his strong knee, 

  To tread the slippery edge of the damp quay. 
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30. 
  The boated people, rocked by the gentle swell,  

   All shouted loud, “He’s going! Look, he’s going!” 

  But some voice interrupted them, “Like hell! 

   Our King won’t stint the grace he’s been bestowing;” 

  The boy, who’d functioned as his boss so well, 

   Offered him loaves, knowing his hunger growing, 

  And soon the poor King, lured by this facility, 

  Approached the waiting boat with near-docility. 

 

31. 
  But when the deck began shake unsteadily 

   Under his regal foot, with irritation 

  He moved away from it too readily, 

   Arse-firsting to his booth by slow gradation, 

  And in a sudden huff quite deadly, he 

   Smashed all its timber in a huge frustration
18

 

  With his great nose, and threw the broken planks  

  Like radishes on to the boats and banks.
19

 

 

32. 
  You can imagine all the shouts of fear 

   The third estate, which great folks call canaille, 

  Gave when these tooth-picks came a bit too near, 

   And offered them contusions, or black eye; 

  I was not witness then, but kept the rear 

   Of these events – no friend to plebs am I – 

  And yet I knew the seeming comic scene 

  Might prove, for some, a cue for tragic keen. 

                                                           
18: Compare Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, Canto 23 sts. 134-5: 

 

In tanta rabbia, in tanto furor venne, He fell into a frenzy so violent that his every sense 

che rimase offuscato in ogni senso. was darkened. He did not think to draw his sword, 

Di tor la spada in man non gli sovenne; with which I expect he would have performed 

che fatte avria mirabil cose, penso. marvels. But in view of his colossal strength he had 

Ma né quella, né scure, né bipenne no need of it, nor of any hatchet or battle-axe. He 

era bisogno al suo vigore immenso. now performed some truly astonishing feats; at one 

Quivi fe’ ben de le sue prove eccelse, jerk he rooted up a tall pine, 

ch’un alto pino al primo crollo svelse: 

 

e svelse dopo il primo altri parecchi, after which he tore up several more as if they were 

come fosser finocchi, ebuli o aneti; mere celery-stalks. He did the same to oaks and 

e fe’ il simil di querce e d’olmi vecchi, ancient elms, to beech and ash-trees, ilexes and firs. What a  

di faggi e d’orni e d’illici e d’abeti. bird-catcher does when clearing the ground before he lays 

Quel ch’un ucellator che s’apparecchi nets – rooting up rushes, brushwood, and nettles – Orlando 

il campo mondo, fa, per por le reti, did to oaks and other age-old timber. 

dei giunchi e de le stoppie e de l’urtiche, 

facea de cerri e d’altre piante antiche. 

19: This was the scene that Byron observed: “I saw him the day he broke open his own house – he was standing in 

the Riva & his keepers trying to persuade him with peck-loaves to go on board a sort of Ark they had got. – I went 

close to him that afternoon in my Gondola – & he amused himself with flinging great beams that flew about over 

the water in all directions …” 
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33. 
  I know the skiffs, the gondolas, and boats 

   Pulled from the shore to get safely away, 

  That people of all ages baa’d like goats 

   So loudly as to keep the dogs at bay, 

  That many of our courtiers spilled their oats 

   And got their trousers, bums and bollocks soaked, 

  And that fine ladies took to their bidet 

  Who’d never cleaned their cunts before that day.
20

 

 

34. 
  The crowded boats there, all well caulked with pitch, 

   Helped them by saving many people’s lives, 

  For they all stretched their hands, and grasped the rich 

  En-hornèd ones there afloat with randy wives; 

  My scarlet Muse, in essence still a bitch, 

   In filling-in such details always thrives, 

  And wants you all to know, to quell your dread, 

  That none of those folk wetted finished dead. 

 

35. 
  Exactly the same hubbub and commotion 

   As happened, as I’ve said, upon the water, 

  Filled men on land with anxious, tight emotion; 

   They watched the beast go in, just as he oughta, 

  But several queried whether his devotion 

   Was rather to re-start his course of slaughter; 

  So showed their heels, while our splendid gendarmes 

  Remained there, with their muskets o’er their arms. 

 

36. 
  Meanwhile the Magistrate, who, never tiring, 

   Ensures that no-one ever does us harm, 

  Politely answered some discreet enquiring, 

   And told the beast-master, with urbane charm, 

  That three days was the time he’d be requiring 

   To make the city rid of this alarm, 

  But after that time, if he’d still abide, 

  The Law decreed an Elephanticide. 

 

37. 
  A measure which some interfering men, 

   Who like to rush where angels fear to tread, 

  And who, with no-one asking, there and then 

   Had face to call moronic and misled, 

  Imprudent, and a choice of evil omen; 

   But if I have to speak upon this head, 

  One ought to prove, in front of everyone, 

  That nought more efficacious could be done. 

                                                           
20: The original is, “Che non s’aveva mai lavà le mone.” 
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38. 
  It seemed not so, though, to the wretched master, 

   Who heard the moral Magistrate’s decision, 

  And pondering, slow at first, then somewhat faster, 

   On how to save a nose of such precision, 

  Which couldn’t stay in town without disaster, 

   And daily waxed in wrath and in derision, 

  Got the idea to move him on apace, 

  And shift him to some more deserted place. 

 

39. 
  So, after midnight, in a holy quiet, 

   The boy still luring him with loaves, not fear, 

  Through alleys clumped he, on his homely diet, 

   To a huge merchant’s warehouse standing near, 

  And there, with kindness, and no threat of riot, 

   They tried to urge in his imperial ear 

  That in three short days, or dead, or gone 

  Was High Authority’s decísíon. 

 

40. 
  With all attendant on this expert plan, 

   Upon the stroke of twelve – ah, look! behold! 

  Enticed by loaf, and boy, and owner-man, 

   The mighty beast crept out, steps soft, but bold; 

  He stretched his trunk out, nostrils like a fan, 

   And his proboscis was so hard and cold, 

  As he stalked on with apprehensive sniff, 

  You might have thought it dead, it was so stiff. 

 

41. 
  Presiding o’er the trick, the crafty master, 

   Keeping his distance, heaped his lavish praises 

  Upon the lies told by the creature’s pastor, 

   Who used mendacious, cunning, two-faced phrases 

  With no apparent thought for the disaster 

   One courts by leading beasts through such cruel mazes – 

  He might become fed up with the deceit 

  Of which he’d been in constant, sad receipt! 

 

42. 
  Horresco referens! I go all shivery, 

   My hand can scarce grasp its inscribing tool! 

  An Epic is the only true delivery 

   (Writ in Venetian, and be read by any fool) 

  To show this beast reduced to Mankind’s livery, 

   All out of character – brusque, and quick, and cruel – 

  The lad takes two steps back, to risk a stranger, 

  Thinking he has ensured against all danger. 
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43. 
  But soon the frenzied beast, untamed, untameable, 

   Trots on enraged, swift now, like pard or stallion, 

  Gains on the oaf (who’s now, alas, unnameable), 

   And throws him in the air, as skiff might galleon; 

  As cats torment mild mice, and stay unshameable, 

   Ignores his cries, in his bastard Italian, 

  Before delivering the final blow 

  And sends him to his ancestors below. 

 

44. 

  Just so the boy, in coils now stretched, now shrunk, 

   (Man merits honour less than does a clown), 

  By that proboscis, known here as a trunk, 

   Went flying round and round, and up and down – 

  His Elephantine foe, by now punch-drunk, 

   Having enjoyed his fun, with one last frown 

  Just crushed him under foot with his brute toe – 

  You see the engraving, scanned-in here below. 

 

 
 

[The engraver seems to have had no elephant to work from as a model – look at the toes.] 

 

45. 
  And in these pictures, which I want to buy, 

   (To call me frugal might imply misprint) 

  To illustrate my Epic – catch the eye 

   In clear and unambiguous public hint – 

  You’ll see the poor youth kick, and twist, and cry 

   And curse his English master without stint, 

  And call for help, and then, like other mortals, 

  Sense hot air rise from out deep Hell’s wide portals. 
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46. 
  But what you won’t see (oh! the dismal picture!) 

   Is the last toss which drops him from the skies, 

  Giving his bones, his ribs, his skull, such fracture 

   As makes his brain-cells spill out at his eyes, 

  Despoiling all his body’s architecture 

   (One’s testes shrink between one’s frightened thighs) 

  Until the Elephant’s certain he no longer  

  Has will or power to prove himself the stronger. 

 

47. 
  But think, what can it be for such a King 

   To do the horrid sin of homicide? 

  All will agree that our own nearest thing 

   ’s that minute misdemeanour, fly-icide; 

  And if it’s this poor standard that we bring, 

   Well, who can say if Elephanticide 

  Might not be, in our law-courts, yet admitted 

  As greater than the crime the Beast committed? 

 

48. 
  The fact is that the Elephant, now finding  

   No hindrance to his way, in carefree mood 

  Set off along the quays and alleys winding 

   In search of some delicious heap of food;
21

 

  And soon it was to all observers blinding 

   That he cared nothing for the murdered dude, 

  Because, from flattened booths, he filled his tummy 

  With freshest apples, crunchy, sweet, and yummy.
22

 

                                                           
21: Compare Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, Canto 24, sts. 12-13: 

Dentro non vi trovò piccol né grande, Here he found not a soul, man or child, for everyone 

che ‘l borgo ognun per tema avea lasciato. had abandoned the place in terror. There was plenty 

v’erano in copia povere vivande, of food set out, humble fare of which shepherds 

convenienti a un pastorale stato. partake. Spurred by hunger and frenzy, he made 

Senza pane di scerner da le giande, no distinction between bread and acorns but set 

dal digiuno e da l’impeto cacciato, to with his hands and teeth and devoured whatever 

le mani e il dente lasciò andar di botto came within reach, whether raw or cooked. 

in quel che trovò prima, o crudo o cotto. 

 

E quindi errando per tutto il paese, After this he roamed about the countryside, preying 

dava la caccia e agli uomini e alle fere; upon men and wild beasts. He would range through 

e scorrendo pei boschi, talor prese the woods catching fleet-footed goats and nimble 

i capri isnelli e le damme leggiere. fawns. Often he would fight with bears and boars, 

Spesso con orsi e con cingiai contese, wrestling them to the ground bare-handed; often 

e con man nude li pose a giacere: he filled his ravenous belly with their meat, carcass 

e di lor carne con tutta la spoglia and all. 

più volte il ventre empì con fiera voglia. 

22: Thus Byron’s letter gets the sequence of events wrong: “an Elephant who broke loose – ate up a fruitshop – 

killed his keeper …” The elephant killed the keeper, and then ate up the fruitshop. 
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49. 
  Stirred by that sense at which all Nature aims, 

   Finding himself, I mean, alone and free, 

  The Elephant wandered, playing jovial games, 

   Unchallenged master there of half the quay; 

  And ’twixt two bridges with two holy names 

   (Just for a happy rhyme I stretch them slightly), 

  One called The Sepulchre, one House of God,
23

 

  Into all small holes his proud nose he’d prod. 

 

50. 
  In case the Alien on mischief fix, 

   And slip to the Piazza, or the Gardens, 

  The Police-Commissioner of Precinct Six, 

   By pledging money (which all softness hardens) 

  Unites the trades, as pious folk a pyx, 

   And says the bad beast, forfeiting all pardons, 

  Must be blocked in between those holy bridges, 

  And be swat if he leaves, as you’d swat midges. 

 

51. 
  And as the case was one without a precedent, 

   And Buffon’s book
24

 would be no earthly use 

  In training a policeman to be diffident, 

   But drain his brain of its remaining juice, 

  I feel no shock relating this sad incident: 

   Since deep within his head the screws were loose, 

  He knew not that, when aiming at their hearts, 

  Bullets, ’gainst elephants, work just like farts. 

 

52. 
  Feeling great comfort from those fruits and sweets, 

  The Hero, searching now for laurels new, 

  Swings his great tube around the dirty streets, 

   And at a café, whence nice smells imbrue, 

  And aping Marc Agrippa’s manly feats,
25

 

   He doesn’t ask, like cavaliere true, 

  But with two blows he breaks the wall quite down, 

  And at the counter darts a solemn frown. 

                                                           
23: Ca’ de Dio is still so named; I can’t locate Sepolcro. 

24: Storia dell’elefante by the naturalist George Louis Buffon, translated into Italian in 1774. 

25: There is a statue of Augustus’ friend Marcus Agrippa in the Grimani Palace: “The face [is] … stamped with 

that honest frown which Pliny remarks in the original. The size of this statue is between the heroic and the 

colossal” (Forsyth, Remarks, p. 340). 
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53. 
 The café’s mistress has displayed some gumption, 

  And is now, as I hear, a famous whore 

 Who sells her cunt for customers’ consumption
26

 

  For two lire at best, right at the door; 

 Nor do I think it vainglorious presumption 

  To claim it was to spend his manly core, 

 And give vent to his lust in some apt hole, 

 The beast upon the polished café stole. 

 

54. 
  However, the polite and pure gazette, 

   A noted journalistic publication,
27

 

  Says nothing of this circumstance as yet, 

   Which I hold is a great big fabrication, 

  And says that, with his nose all warm and wet, 

   He ate some biscuits as a small collation, 

  And, having drunk the brandy and the rum, 

  Was, from that moment, pissed as an old bum. 

 
55. 

  It’s verified that after a great noise 

   Of coffee-cup, of bottle, and of glass, 

  He exited again, with speed and poise, 

   His bollocks swinging smooth beneath his arse, 

  And squashed another booth, as kids squash toys; 

   But our Militia, loyal to rank and class,  

  Dreamed, on the famed, palatial Bank Slavonic,
28

 

  Of playing soldiers – which was quite ironic. 

 

56. 
  Meanwhile, by the great power who, in an hour,  

   Will grow from scarcely-known to mighty famous, 

 Who marries Truth but gives Lies for her dower, 

   Whose million eyes proclaim her grand mandamus, 

  Who … “Who’s this wretch, and wherein does she cower?” 

   (Thus am I quizzed by some base ignoramus); 

  In Virgil, epic-writer to our nation, 

  She’s the great theme!
29

 I name her: REPUTATION. 

 

57. 
  This news, in less time than it takes to sigh, 

   Egregious REPUTATION squanders round: 

  The dreadful Elephant is sauntering nigh – 

   No remedy to tame him can be found – 

  They’ve shot their balls at him from low and high, 

   Which skim away as raindrops on rebound: 

  All this is spoke of by the World’s chaste Spouse 

  At Florian’s, that pure, enlightened coffee-house.
30

 

                                                           
26: “Che ghe refila a l’aventor la mona” (original). 

27: Perhaps L’Elefanticidio by Pietro Bonmartini, referred to in the introduction, above. 

28: The Riva degli Schiavoni. 

29: See Aeneid IV, 173-90. 

30: “... it is not unusual for them [the ladies] to visit the coffee-houses, and particularly that of Florian, after the 

play, which is seldom over before midnight; and to spend two or three hours there with their acquaintance” – 
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58. 

  At Florian’s, that world-renownèd shop, 

   Where gay, bold blade, and hearty whoremonger 

  And card-sharp, who’s harvested a full crop 

   From wallets of fat men who won’t get younger, 

  And home-grown deviant, and foreign fop, 

   Strange gallants who for youths’ pink buttocks hunger, 

  And virgins for whom Love the hourly trade is, 

  And well-hung chaps in search of desperate ladies, 

 

59. 

  Will speculate and plot there all the night, 

   All discord and all ill disseminate, 

  Entrust their savings to a parasite, 

   And cheat, and pimp, and scrounge, and fornicate, 

  (Some honest men go there – through oversight), 

   A myriad fools with dreadful dreams intoxicate, 

  And spies who ’broider all their false accounts, 

  Viragos old, and hernia-struck counts,  

 

60. 

  Who patronize the improvvisatori, 

   Are lavish with Bravo! and Seccatura! 

  Who fend off fiends with opera, song, and story, 

   So that, by one, you hardly can endure a 

  Word more of the contralto’s glottal glory … 

   Enough, enough! in all this brazed bravura, 

 I can’t ignore one sample of true gentry, 

  Who risked his life to save his tattered country.
31

 

 

61. 
  Born to all ease and known for vanity, 

   He yet held Fortune as a limp balloon; 

  Who knew not how he valued such inanity 

   Might think him a poor wretch from the lagoon: 

  A smallish figure, plump, full of urbanity, 

   With shortish, bovine neck, face like a moon – 

  A chatterbox, a rake of ingenuity – 

  You know his name – I loathe discontinuity. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
J.A.Galiffe, Italy and its Inhabitants (John Murray 1820) I, 130. Byron’s friend J.C.Hobhouse often breakfasted 

at Florian’s – indeed, Buratti was himself often to be seen there. 

31: The nobleman around whom Buratti spins much of the remainder of his satire is the rich and bizarre marchese 

Costantino Maruzzi, who had managed to accumulate such diverse titles as Knight of Malta and Honorary 

Chamberlain to the Tsar. Born in St Petersburg (to a family from Ioannina in Greece), he owned huge estates in 

Russia, and a property in Venice near San Marco. He spoke many languages. He was, however, not in Venice at 

the time of the events narrated by the poem, and Buratti told the police he put him in merely to liven the work up. 

He is said not to have objected to his role in it. 
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62. 
  ’Tis this man who, pursued by REPUTATION, 

   Is destined by her as her worthy champion; 

  She shouts at him, “Suspend this relaxation! 

   The Piazza’s threatened by a bestial ruffian! 

  You, you, my Lord, must stop this devastation – 

   I here name you, Sir, as the city’s guardian – 

  Words will not work now! what we want is deeds! 

  You are the Man of Balls our Venice needs!” 

 

63. 
  “In this ordeal, you’ll show the nerve and cheek 

   Of soldier – warrior – Spartan – hero – Russian, 

  The patriotism of a mountain Greek; 

   And since the mob are shy of all discussion, 

  And if the police take charge the outlook’s bleak, 

   Use all your cash, and fear no repercussion! 

  The situation’s new – fools can’t endure it – 

  Only a man like you can kill and cure it!” 

 

64. 
  Thrilled by these words, which stir the very stones, 

   The Marquis dons his headpiece oriental, 

  Stiffens his sinews, summons up his bones, 

   Runs faster than a bird (not quite so gentle) 

  With more of Florian’s fellows – his brave clones – 

   To where the beast, now getting slightly mental – 

  Although his wounds bring yet no haematemesis * – 

  Is threatening to become the City’s Nemesis. 

 

* Vomiting of blood. 

 

65. 
  The Marquis comes forth, shaking both his bums, 

   Enough to rouse the envy of a monk, 

  A-gossip with his coffee-swilling chums, 

   Who match in chat with any old quidnunc; 

  Tolomei,
32

 whom no fear misbecomes, 

   He ducks behind, attempting to seem shrunk, 

  And in the shadow of that famous Commandant, 

  Demands the latest news about the Elephant. 

 

66. 

  In his demotic heart the Russian streams 

   Of greatness now mean bugger-all
33

 to him; 

  The Marquis is a man of Protean dreams, 

   The same with nobles tall, or workers dim; 

  He opens up his mind (or so it seems), 

   And stands with the police-chief, limb-to-limb, 

  So courteous to the man, a lone spectator 

  Would be hard put to say which was the greater. 

                                                           
32: It’s not clear whether “Tolomei” really was the name of the Police Captain in charge. 

33: In the original, “più no ghe parla un cazzo.” 
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67. 
  Determined to put down this insurrection 

   Against Legitimacy’s Holy cause, 

  Stern Tolomei has a cannon for protection, 

   Which to the Marquis is worth more applause 

  Than all his marks of noble Rus perfection; 

   And as he has more sense than peasant boors, 

  You’ll see that, needing to look lenient, 

  He only pulls rank when the time’s convenient. 

 

68. 
 Inspired that such a noble cavalier 

   Of fine tone, has, through chance and causes dim, 

  Become his close comrade, and colleague dear, 

   Bold Tolomei would die at his chum’s whim; 

  And our high, whoring Marquis has no fear 

   Of some low street-policeman courting him; 

  They emulate, in manly forms of pride, 

  Pylades and Orestes – Groom and Bride. 

 

69. 
  Amid the turmoil, rage, and the commotion, 

   Instead of calming down and changing style, 

  The Elephant makes a proud, defiant motion 

   At those who’d chase him forth in drill-defile: 

  “Shoot on!” Tolomei shouts; “Who wants promotion? 

   Shame on the villain who is not virile!” 

  The Marquis bold repeats these words by rote – 

  But in his fear they get stuck in his throat. 

 

70. 
  Their rifle-shots are quite without effect – 

   His hide’s just grazed, and, still no shilly-shally, 

  The beastie quits the quayside all unchecked, 

   And from Bragora Square he makes a sally; 

  To fear the rio-terà he’ll subject, 

   And threatens to bust up the Bakers’ Alley
34

 – 

  Indeed, he rushes in as if half-drunk, 

  And thrashes fiercely round with his big trunk. 

 

71. 
  Arriving in this narrow cul-de-sac, 

  He makes his nose into an exclamation; 

  Next with his usual style he bends it back, 

   And changes it to an interrogation; 

  The door disintegrates at his attack, 

   And then a well to his investigation 

  Appears, its doughnut all made out of stone – 

  He nudges – at his feet the doughnut’s prone. 

                                                           
34: The Calle del Forno, which leads from the Campo Bandiera e Moro (then called Piazza Bragora) back to the 

Riva degli Schiavoni. 
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72. 
  Still not content with this, in that dark place 

   He thrashes blithely round, and misses nothing; 

  He seems about to climb the tight staircase – 

   The house’s wall’s endangered by his cuffing; 

  The gallant Tolomei increases pace, 

   And soon his guns with bigger balls is stuffing – 

  On his curt order (adding to the farce), 

  The Marquis shyly moves his ample arse. 

 

73. 
  It looks as if the Elephant’s carnal itch 

   Has led to one last brave, Homeric stand, 

  And here must be his bleak, sepulchral ditch – 

   That no-one need fear more his ample gland; 

  The cruel Phalanx edges up the pitch, 

   Firing a hundred shots, in drills well-planned: 

 The Hero shows his rear – no coward, no sluggard – 

  And inch by inch is going to be to be buggered. 

 

74. 

  To most missiles his giant’s skin’s impervious, 

   But some – I can’t believe my inference lone – 

 Get up his arse, with impact gaseous: 

   The beast collapses with gigantic groan, 

  The Marquis shouts, just like (my thought here’s dubious) 

   The happy day when youthful David’s stone 

  On Giant’s brow found its last, bloody lodgement – 

  Which moment showed more luck than cooler judgement. 

 

75. 
  But when Tolomei, braver than the Marquis, 

   Approaches the poor corpse with solemn care, 

  Pokes, prods and touches it in manner fearless, 

   And shouts out to the troops, “We’re nearly there!” 

  The higher Gods, of mortal wishes careless, 

   Frustrate his wish, ambition, and his flare – 

  The beast, not yet dead, raises its huge bum, 

  And farts straight in his face a brave welcome. 

 

76. 
  “God! Marquis, is that how you lords behave 

   When you’re about to lose your reputations?” 

  Says Martinet to Peer (though no more brave, 

   For both retreat before the eructations): 

  Muse, help me sing, not rant, nor cant, nor rave, 

   How the brave beast, in new peregrinations, 

  Flares out with bile, and piss, and shit, and farts, 

  And drives them off like gyroscopic darts! 
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77. 
  And backing out from what they’d thought a cage,  

   Amid the yelling of the panicked proles, 

  The friendly foreigner bursts forth in rage, 

   With, in his guts, no apertures or holes – 

  A sign more clear than Holy Writ on page 

   That bullets hurt him less than can tadpoles – 

  So, trembling at the elephantine knob, 

  The troops cower back, together with the mob.
35

 

 

78. 
  And now the Marquis, too, from need, not error, 

   Joins with the manly tide as it encroaches, 

  No longer shooting, in their maze of terror, 

   As now, with trunk erect, the beast approaches, 

  Renews his reign upon the rio-terà; 

   From Sant’Antonino he blares reproaches, 

  And at the bridge near there, quite warily, 

  He tries the steps, and rumbles scarily. 

 

79. 
  The bridge, as you look over it, opposes 

   An ancient church, which stands right at its end. 

  At several points the mighty beast proposes 

   To cross the bridge, and there his reign extend: 

  He nudges out, and one foot interposes, 

   But can’t, and slides, arse-first, remaining penned: 

  He hits the doorway – gives a sudden lurch – 

  Collapses through – and now he’s in the church. 

 

80. 
  As for two locks and chains upon the door, 

   A bishop’s willy gives more prohibition; 

  Likewise the costly wood and marble floor; 

   All skill is useless, craft no admonition, 

  ’Gainst Carthaginian bum, and ancient score, 

   With Great Rome’s overthrow as its ambition; 

  The Elephant now is master of the temple! 

  Oh new event! Oh mem’rable example! 

 

81. 

  Afraid this noise the path to Hell might straiten, 

  The Priest runs round, like loon without his fetter, 

  Not knowing whether AntiChrist or Satan 

   Has broke the door, and passed to deeds from letter; 

  No trembling shakes the modest Sacristan, 

   The Curate shivers in his bobbed biretta; 

  The Sexton, greyer than the driven sleet, 

  Squats on the jakes, his breeches round his feet. 

                                                           
35: As Byron says, “All Musquetry proved in vain – & when he charged the Austrians threw down their musquets 

& ran”. 
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82. 
  In the mean time, just as a stop-gap measure, 

   In which the Marquis has a part to play, 

  Brave Tolomei, who’s worthy Plutarch’s leisure, 

   And noted champion in Mars’ affray, 

  Gives orders that, to ensure Victory’s pleasure, 

   The door must be shored up sound straightaway, 

  By carpenters – stonemasons – welders stout – 

  So that the animal cannot get out. 

 

83. 
  In fifteen minutes flat they mend the door: 

   The Marquis oversees the operation, 

  Who, expert in the savage wiles of war, 

   Stirs up the indolent with his dedication; 

  But in the sacred place, the Creature’s roar 

   Gives evidence of the way he courts damnation – 

  His wild and sacrilegious blows rebound 

 On all the objects in that holy ground. 

 

84. 

  Into the air he hurls the wooden pews, 

   Thirty or more, around the walls in showers, 

  Once ’graved with names imperious to the Muse, 

   Now overmarked with his dark glooms and glowers; 

  He swills God’s water as a tramp drinks booze; 

   And Sant’Antonino’s firm and holy towers, 

  Religion’s sanctuary till he dared attack it, 

  Can’t guarantee Christ’s safety ’gainst his racket. 

 

85. 
  This sort of hurricane can be heard outside, 

   But calms down as he loses strenuosity; 

  The hyper-active Marquis cannot bide 

   To satisfy his curiosity, 

  So begs the loft-key (where he’ll safely hide), 

   And, with the boy, whose sinuosity 

  Works organ-bellows with a puff and jerk, 

  Investigates the masturbator’s work. 

 

86. 
  Well-armed with just a box of tiny matches, 

   Which he holds tight within his icy hand, 

  He sees him wandering in fits and snatches 

   Still on his legs, but partially unmanned; 

  Resigned to rot behind his prison latches, 

   He’s now no beacon, but a damp firebrand; 

  His cruel sentence he’ll no longer buck, 

  So cruises round, mumbling, “Who gives a fuck?”
36

 

                                                           
36: The Venetian phrase is, “me ne infoto.” 
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87. 
  The Marquis, eager to blow off his trumpet 

   About his zeal, iron will, and lordly decking, 

  Befuddled by it all, leaves them to lump it; 

   Just a half-franc (he thought it was a zecchin) 

  He tips the boy – enough for half a crumpet – 

  Who helped him in his spying, and his checking; 

  Then, leaving the bewildered Tolomei, 

  Rushes at lightning speed some way away. 

 

88. 
  And drenched in sweat, he don’t decelerate 

   Until he gets to Florian’s coffee-bar, 

  And there proceeds his story to narrate; 

   “Water!” he cries; “Quick! Quick! I need a jar!” 

  His reputation’s what he loves to propagate, 

   With morons gaping at his rising star: 

  “I’m just a beast – can anyone decry it?” 

  (Nobody there is ready to deny it). 

 

89. 
  “It’s just the way I’m made – no coward’s thinking 

   Or worry can hold my quick temper back – 

  I risk my life, both rising high and sinking, 

   And there’s no element that my spirits lack 

  For thrills and danger – love – or war – or drinking! 

   I’ll tell you everything … in white and black! 

  Without me, though he’s adequately witty, 

  Signor Tomei would not have saved the City.” 

 

90. 
  “Tomei?” burps some poor boor, intent on scandal; 

   “You’re wrong, my lord the Marquis – you might play 

  The great gendarme – to you I hold no candle – 

   But you’re not yet allowed to call him Tomei! 

  Tolomei was his first baptismal handle, 

   Not Tomei.” – “Ach, what pedantry you spray,” 

  Responds the haughty Marquis, “Moron, mark! 

  I’m Venice’s saviour, not some lawyer’s clerk.” 
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91. 
  And smoothly fabricating, subtly fakes 

   Huge fibs (that have no currency in this land), 

  Well-known events and new together rakes – 

   Old scrapes with those he’s currently in hand – 

  And how he had forgone, for glory’s sakes, 

   The circumspection which he should command, 

  As on the day he, with like-minded fellows, 

  Followed old Prina,
37

 murdered with umbrellas. 

 

92. 
  And from the tale he makes it very clear 

   Milan and Venice owe their lives to him – 

  To both of them his great name should be dear – 

   His lust for glory never will grown dim – 

  That Tolomei is great (p’raps slightly queer); 

  At last he swaps his water for a beer – 

  The Beast awaits him, in his cloistered pillory! 

  It’s time for him to bring up the artillery! 

 

93. 

  And at the end of all this disquisition 

   (Which chroniclers have faithfully reported, 

  With no twist, slant, or factual imposition, 

   So that the sweet tale won’t be here distorted) 

  As the brave Marquis, Venice’s fit physician, 

   Goes back to see the Foe to Hell deported: 

  Without the application of hot towels 

  The Beastie opens his capacious bowels. 

 

94. 
  He had the runs before these shallow fools 

   (From wrath, not fear, for that would be derogative),
38

 

  And not the well-formed, healthy, golden stools 

   Which form his normal mighty King’s prerogative; 

  So I’ll employ my Muse’s strictest rules 

   For solemn ode, not lyric interrogative,  

  As he gives to the floor a new habiliment 

  Of liquid poo, or sacrilegious excrement. 

                                                           
37: Giuseppe Prina, Finance Minister to Eugene Beauharnais’ Kingdom of North Italy, whose lynching by a 

Milanese mob on April 20th 1814 signalled the end of Bonapartism and the triumph of reaction in Italy. The 

Marquis may be showing his liberal credentials by recalling how he followed Prina’s body – though the reference 

is safely ambiguous: he could equally be claiming membership of the lynch-mob (who, being forbidden to carry 

arms, beat Prina to death with umbrellas, a deed which took four hours to accomplish). 

38: In fact Buratti, forgetting stanza 17, line 8, above, does attribute the Elephant’s loose bowels to fear. 
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95. 
  His odour filters out into the square – 

   Through the blocked door it makes its stealthy way; 

  It disconcerts the soldiers crouching there, 

   Also the active soul of Tolomei; 

  They all step back, while, full of dare, 

   The Marquis rushes to them from the quay, 

  (I should say “key”), absorbs it in a trice, 

  And says such shit is far from smelling nice. 

 

96. 

  Of the militia come the very flower, 

   Who give advice, and thus the Arsenal 

  Sends in a modicum of its firepower, 

   To terminate this play, now deemed so personal; 

  The warriors convene that very hour,  

   And in scarlet conclave decree a lateral 

  Hole should be cut into the temple wall 

 For cannon, rammed with bar, and brick, and ball. 

 

97. 
  Under the auspices of Tolomei, 

   And of the Marquis, puffing air all hot, 

  Another wall-hole is brought into play, 

   And finally is fired the fatal shot. 

  What, fatal? Don’t believe a thing they say – 

   The great beast grunts, and shuffles round a lot, 

  And lifts his royal leg, and does a piss, 

  To show contempt for grape-shot guns that miss. 

 

98. 
  The Marquis, who immediately senses 

   How to turn chance into his own sweet favour, 

  Shouts out “Amazing! See the thing’s defences! 

   I said shot only makes it shake and waver! 

  A slight graze? In my book of references, 

   Buffone mentions it – I have the savour; 

  A bigger cannon-ball is what we need – 

  Oh Tolomei, do thou see to the deed!” 

 

99. 

  “At once, signor the Marquis!” comes the bark, 

   You’re such a mighty man!” Through the same crack, 

  In the same aperture, small, tight, and dark, 

   The gun, with bigger balls, is wheeled straight back – 

  Bravo, militia! This shot hits the mark, 

   And cruelly it splits his scrotal sack 

  (Which in Venetian’s called the cogionèra) 

  At which he goes first wild, then spare, then sparer … 
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100. 
  … convulsed with pain, it’s clear his blares and calls 

   Won’t save e’en him from his appointed doom – 

  For life is cruelly draining from his balls, 

   And bleeding all around the Holy Room; 

  But still he neither slips, nor slides, nor falls, 

   But breaks the marbles which would grace his tomb – 

  The columns and pilasters, in weird harmonies, 

  Echo to his despair and agonies. 

 

101. 
  The Marquis’ face turns very slightly yellow, 

   But “Tomei” waits no longer – keen, not colder – 

  The second cannon, ere the beast can bellow, 

   Is set up in the wall, with smoke a-smoulder; 

  The second shot, well-aimed, hits the poor fellow 

   In the right thigh, and comes out at his shoulder
39

 – 

  He goes all pale, immersed in one huge flood 

  Of streams and lakes and seas of precious blood. 

 

102. 
  And as he charges at the chapel door – 

   Attacking still, for there’s no more retreat – 

  Indifferent to his wounds, and pain, and gore – 

   And going as before into the street, 

  The medieval grave of a signor 

   (Whose name, I fear, the rhyme won’t let me repeat) 

  Opens its deep mouth, and – ah! farewell! 

  One half of that great body drops to Hell. 

 

103. 
  His back legs fall right through the blackened hole, 

   Caught in a trap – doubtless, the hand of God; 

  The Marquis, on the sight of this damned soul, 

  Gives thanks at such a proof that he’s Nimrod; * 

  All run straight at the beast – their final Goal, 

   Up to his arse in all the skulls and sod – 

  And on the bayonets of those mean men 

  The Hero falls – never to rise again. 

 

* Nimrod was “a mighty hunter before the Lord” (Genesis 10, 9). 

 

104. 

  Oh, new event! Oh, memorable story! 

   Oh, beast! Oh, Holy Church! Oh, shit! Oh, strong 

  Russian Marquis! Oh, famous pair! Oh, glory! 

   Oh dreadful death, suffused by such a pong! 

  May this poetic record ne’er get hoary, 

   But be passed down to ages stern and long, 

  To prove how needful is poetic diction 

  If great deeds are not to get lost in fiction. 
 

                                                           
39: As Byron wrote: “At last they broke a hole & brought a field-piece the first shot missed the second entered 

behind – & came out all but the Skin at his Shoulder …” 


